
TASTE BRAZIL - THE 
WORLD IN ONE 
KITCHEN SPONSORED BY



So here we are, in the colourful world of Brazil, 
happy and unwashed from our 23-hour flight. A 
land of traditional charm and culinary creativity. It’s 
easy to be a tourist and traipse around with a cam-
era and a smile. But truly, no travel memory is ever 
complete without stories. And so we set off to 
gather her stories, from her people, from her food. 
Together with the good folks from Sadia and SATS-
BRF, we bring to you - Taste Brazil, From Our 
Kitchen To You.
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STORIES 



Tell me, how do you act around a chef whom you are meeting for 
the first time, but whose wise words and rise-to-fame story you 
have memorised like the alphabet because you are such a great 
fan of his? Flailing with excitement, we literally skipped into Mo-
cotó, a casual restaurant in the north of São Paulo, a 50-min car 
ride from where we were. Out came Chef Rodrigo Oliveira, tower-
ing above everybody else with his lanky frame. One of the most 
celebrated young chefs in Brazil, his accolades can be intimidat-
ing to any fledgling restaurateur or chef. But for all the success 
he has today, you will find no airs, just humility and passion. 

THE 
CHEF’S 
STORY:
CHEF RODRIGO 
OLIVEIRA
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At Mocotó, ingredients are pared down to the basics, but 
blended with the intense flavours of Brazilian cooking and con-
temporary concepts. Tradition in evolution is innovation, and his 
deft updating of time-honoured recipes has proven to be a roar-
ing hit. We particularly love his traditional lamb stew, the Atolado 
de bode, a style from north-east Brazil where his father was from. 
The greatness in his food lies in his ability to stay true to his roots, 
yet bringing a masterful balance of surprise and tradition that 
draws food-lovers to the lesser known cuisine of the north-east.

I showed him the ingredients I brought over from Singapore - 
bunga kantan (torch ginger flower), petai, tempeh and my signa-
ture ginger scallion and chilli sauces. As his team gathered to 
test these ingredients, we also learned about local Amazonian 
products and their regional influences. Over dishes and pots of 
Mocotó’s offerings, we spent a languid afternoon centred around 
food. We are inspired by his use of cassava in the dishes, and 
can’t wait to try it back in Singapore!

Imagine my delight when I realised we share the same love for 
‘one-pot’ food! And he emphasised the beauty of eating as a so-
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ESCONDIDINHO DE CARNE-SECA

BAIO-DE-DOIS
(DISH OF  TWO)

MANIOC (TAPIOCA) CHIPS

CARNE-DE-SOL ASSADA
(SALT CURED BEEF)



cial act that helps to cement a connection of 
shared moments spent around the table. Indeed, 
there is so much more joy in digging into big 
pots and ladling the goodness on plates around 
the table, than to work on an elaborate individual 
dish placed in front of you that isn’t designed for 
sharing. Nothing against fine dining, but simplic-
ity is luxurious, as I have come to realise from his 
words. 

When Chef Rodrigo speaks, you can’t help but 
be inspired and feel all fuzzed up inside. He’s a 
firm believer that food is a common language 
that connects people and creates an inclusive 
environment that sets prejudice aside. This is a 
chef who does away with mise en place. “Too 
much work,” he said. No pretentious, fancy cook-
ing, just food that evokes memories and con-
nects people.
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FIRST TASTE OF TEMPEH
(FERMENTED SOY BEAN)

GULA MELAKA

EXPERIENCING BUNGA KANTAN 
(TORCHED GINGER FLOWER)



CHEF RODRIGO OLIVEIRA
“COMFORT FOOD IS SUBJECTIVE. IT’S ABOUT SMELLS, SIGHTS 
AND TASTES. RECIPES THAT HIT THE SOFT, WARM, FUZZY SPOT, 
EVOKING MEMORIES OF CHILDHOOD, TRAVELS, EMOTIONS. THIS 
WARM FUZZY FEELING CREATES A WELL-STOCKED LARDER OF 
POSITIVE EMOTIONS.”

________________________________

“FOOD FORMS A NARRATIVE OF OUR LIVES. WE ARE NOT SO 
MUCH WHAT WE EAT, BUT WHAT WE REMEMBER WE HAVE 
EATEN.”

________________________________

“COOK WITH PASSION. FOOD WILL TASTE BETTER.”



On the ride back from Mocotó, my heart was 
stirred by my exchange with Chef Rodrigo. I 
think about how recipes are gradually altered 
over time to accommodate new trends, changing 
practices, seasonal ingredients, new technology 
and even emerging cooking utensils of the mod-
ern world. But why we cook shouldn’t change. 

We cook to preserve time and traditions. We 
cook to preserve a link with where we came 
from, and our sense of identity. We cook be-
cause food is the language everyone speaks. 

When food is cooked with love and passion, peo-
ple are happy eating it. That same food served 
again in future is likely to draw up that same feel-
ing of joy, and that’s why we cook. For others. For 
that connection that goes beyond boundaries.

Today, share a meal with someone. Share memo-
ries at the table. Share your thoughts far beyond 
the taste on your plate. Let your love for others 
be the ingredient that makes up the meal of their 
lifetime. Thank you Chef Rodrigo for this re-
minder.
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SHARING STORIES WITH FUTURE 
YOUNG CHEFS

VIEW OUTSIDE MOCOTO



PICTURED FROM TOP (LEFT TO RIGHT):
ALEXANDRE, GABRIEL, CHAD (TARTINE BAKERY, SF),

VALERIA, SOUPERCHEF ANNA, RODRIGO, THAIS  

Sobremesa - “An elusive feeling of relaxation and pleasure 
after sharing a meal with friends, family or a potential love 
interest, when words flow, laughter reigns, and memories 
are made.”
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Feiras, meaning street markets or market fairs, dot the São Paulo 
city weekly from early morning till about 2pm on predetermined 
streets with old-fashioned snacks, casual cheap eats, and colour-
ful personalities. Despite the sprawl of modernisation throughout 
Brazil, street markets have held their own, almost defiantly keep-
ing firm to what has made Brazil, Brazil. There is something 
uniquely upbeat about walking down the streets here. You can 
eat your way down the street, back up, and you will still want to 
saunter down again, if not for more snacks, then for the carniva-
lesque atmosphere the street markets proudly exude. Let’s dig 
in.

STREET 
FOOD OF 
BRAZIL
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PASTEL SENAGA AT NEIGHBOURHOOD MARKET FAIR (FEIRA), 
ALAMEDA LORENA (SAO PAULO)



These pasteis (pronounced as pah-stays) were 
sold at one of the 900 feiras in São Paulo. In Bra-
zil, pastel (singular of pasteis) is a typical fast-
food dish and serves as an anytime treat at the 
beach or on the streets, as a mid-meal snack or 
even as a simple and quick lunch. 

To make pasteis, thin pastry envelopes are 
wrapped around assorted fillings, then deep-
fried in vegetable oil to produce an enticingly 
crispy and golden-brown pastry. The most com-
mon fillings are ground meat (usually beef), moz-

zarella, heart of palm, Catupiry cream cheese, 
chicken and small shrimps. Best served with ga-
rapa, a sugarcane juice that is divine with lemon 
and loads of ice.

Coxinha (foreground in top left pic) is the other 
famous street snack food, essentially shredded 
chicken and Catupiry cream cheese croquettes 
covered in dough and is traditionally made to 
shape like a chicken thigh. They remind me  
though of a cross between our local samosa and 
a plump curry puff!
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PASTEIS FRIED FRESH ON THE SPOT

CHICKEN AND CATUPIRY CREAM CHEESE 
PASTEIS TOPPED WITH SALSA

PASTEIS (TOP) AND COXINHAS (BOTTOM)



Singapore and Brazil share a fondness for coconut-based 
dishes, and we fell in love with doce de coco, a coconut snack 
we tried at Mercado de São José in Recife. These are coconut 
pieces coated with caramelised sugar and fried to a satisfying 
crunch. It has to be one of our favourite street foods here!

At the same street stall tended by this young chap Lucimero 
(more on him later), you will find this quebra queixo, also known 
as the ‘jawbreaker’. From a distance, we thought it was pancake, 
but as he saw through the sheets, we realised it was a coconut-
based hard candy, tasting very much like toffee!

At the beach, it always felt right to have a churro in hand. Every-
one was doing so! Fried-dough pastry, covered with sugar and 
cinnamon with an indulgent dip. We’ve never really liked churros, 
but this was crunchy on the outside and moist on the inside. Look-
ing back, it occurred to us that our hands were never really free - 
we were always holding one snack food or another. And honestly, 
we wouldn’t have it any other way.
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VENDOR LUCIMERO TENDING TO HIS 
COCONUT SNACK STALLQUEBRA QUEIXO

DOCE DE COCO

CHURROS



Like coconut, corn is commonplace in Brazilian 
street food scene. Just a few stalls down from Lu-
cimero’s was a nondescript stall selling cold corn 
soup (sopa is Portuguese for soup). Sweetish to 
taste, this is very much like corn chowder but re-
freshingly cold, to be topped with cinnamon pow-
der or almost any desired toppings. We heard 
that corn and coconut chowder is a popular Bra-
zilian home dish, and it certainly resonated with 
our local palate! 

At Mercado in Recife, our hosts gaily brought us 
to sample yet another popular soup-based 
snack - sopa de feijão. I love how versatile this 
soup is! Commonly cooked with potatoes, cumin 
and salt, locals enjoy it with offals too with vari-
ous toppings.

Soup is amazing that way. There is something so 
healing and inclusive about soup that connects 
all. Every culture, every country has a soup. 
Every soup has something for everyone. Here in 
Brazil, soup connects us all.
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SOPA (SOUP) STALL
SOPA DE MOCOTO

SWEET CORN SOUP



Açaí, the well-touted superfood with antioxidant and anti-
inflammatory properties, has recently gained traction in Singa-
pore. This Amazonian berry tastes divine in all its forms, and açaí 
juices are readily available in kiosks along the streets. In its 
thicker smoothie rendition topped with granola, the results are 
sublime and make for a very satisfying and wholesome snack! I 
can have this every day! 

If you are still hungry after the açaí smoothie, go for the Pão de 
queijo (top left). This is a Brazilian bread made with tapioca flour, 
light and fluffy and gluten-free with gooey cheese, very much like 
the mochi puffs we find in Singapore. Try stopping yourself from 
popping a few! 

Tapioca is used plentifully and creatively in Brazil. Other than Pão 
de queijo, you can find many tapioca stands selling pastries, 
crepes, sweets and treats. We knew tapioca was a versatile ingre-
dient, but Brazil’s varieties astound us. This tasty tapioca pan-
cake snack was such a delight we decided to buy back the flour!

Along the beaches, we were intrigued by many vendors peddling 
these packets of snacks. Throes of beach-goers, especially chil-
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PAO DE QUEIJO

ACAI BOWL

TAPIOCA SNACK

ROASTED SWEET CORN



dren, would gather around the vendors, and be-
fore long, you can see the vendors smiling, with 
just a couple of yellow packs left in that big bag. 
We had to try them, even though we were all 
pretty stuffed by then.

Made from raw tapioca, this is a snack every 
child growing up in Rio would have had, particu-
larly by the beach. Long on charm, these snacks 
are still wildly popular amongst the adults, enjoy-
ing an almost-cult status of being the heritage 
snack in Brazil, very much like the icing gem bis-

cuits we love in Singapore. The yellow packs con-
tain the sweetish variety, while we prefer the sa-
voury version in the white packs (top left).

Fun fact: Brazilian convenience stores carry 
these snacks too, but in plastic sealed packag-
ing, while those sold at the beach are unsealed 
in a paper pack. Not that it matters to any fan of 
these biscuits, we suppose!
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FRESH COCONUT JUICE

GLOBO TAPIOCA SNACK

GLOBO TAPIOCA STREET VENDOR



As we warm our hands and nourish our bodies with a hot meal, 
it’s easy to focus on what’s on the table and forget what goes be-
hind the scenes. This trip to Brazil is precisely dedicated to the 
significance of our unsung heroes - the farmers and producers, 
the food researchers, the company responsible for feeding Brazil-
ians across the nation.

For many years, The Soup Spoon has been a proud partner of 
SATS-BRF, a distributor of Sadia in Singapore. SATS-BRF is a 
joint venture between SATS and BRF, Sadia’s parent company. 
BRF is one of the 10th largest food manufacturers in the world. 
With over 40 factories worldwide and a global workforce of 
120,000 personnel, BRF is an exemplary model of the scalability 
of sustainable food, done right with commitment, responsibility 
and love for her people and our environment. 

Join us as we demystify the journey our food takes to reach our 
plates. From farm to table, may we gain a deeper appreciation 
for the collective work that goes behind and the food we have 
come to love and enjoy.

FARM TO 
TABLE
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10-day-old chicks at 
Sadia farm in 
Concordia.

Meet senhor Adelar, a 52-year-old chicken farmer with BRF. 

One of the 640 farmers here at Concordia which produces most of the 
chickens for Sadia Singapore, senhor Adelar is a second generation 
chicken farmer of Italian descent. For 28 years, he has devoted his life 
to the farm, with many awards from the company to boot. The years 
showed. He smiled and the lines around his eyes furrowed. His finger-
nails were caked with dirt, like every other farmer who has been hard at 
work tending to things they love. In his hands, he held the chicks ten-
derly. We couldn’t have found a sweeter and more experienced person 
to show us around the farm!

At the time of our visit, the chicks were vulnerable at 10 days old, so 
bulk of his work centred around keeping the chicks warm by burning 
wood fire to stabilise the temperature. If the temperature fluctuates too 
much in the aviary, the chicks are likely to catch a cold, and like a lov-
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10 YEAR OLD CHICK AT CONCORDIA FARM



ing father, he does all he can to ensure the chicks stay toasty and 
healthy. “As long as I can, I will continue doing this,” he said gen-
tly, then broke into a smile.

We were shown around the farm and senhor Adelar’s bounty of 
orange and other fruit trees. Co-workers walked on by, gave him 
friendly pats on the back, and it’s really not hard to see how well 
respected this man is on the farm. Harvests of oranges were 
passed around, and we heard about how it is a common practice 
on the farm to share - home farm harvests, home bakes etc. 
When they have it, they share it.

Like many of the BRF’s employees, senhor Adelar’s wife works 
with him in the company too, and even his son has come on 
board as a veterinarian for BRF. We were invited into his home to 
share a chimaro, a yerba mate drink (herbal tea popular in South 
America) and some cakes his lovely wife, Neusa, had baked. 
There is a saying that unless all the water in the hot flask is gone, 
no one goes home. 

Such is the beautiful hospitality of the people.
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CHICKEN FARMER ADELAR
WITH 10-DAY-OLD CHICKS

CITRUS FRUIT AT THE FARM

FARMER ADELAR WITH HIS WIFE, NEUSA



A rare peek at the 
state-of-the-art factory 
facilities of BRF.

Concordia is where BRF started 80 years ago, and today, it is widely 
recognised as the best city to live in Brazil. An estimate of 50% of Con-
cordia population works directly or indirectly for BRF, with some 6000 
people hired by BRF on her farms, factories, consultancy, research and 
development etc. 

While it is the large scale of the company that entices many job-
hunters, it is the warmth that keeps them this big, and growing. How 
heartening it is to know that a company of such success can stay this 
humble and compassionate, taking great care of her people, the fami-
lies and the animals. We are souper proud to be your partner in this 
farm-to-table journey. 
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 PROCESSING PLANT AT CONCORDIA, BRF



Brazil boasts of an impressive, syncretic host of ingredi-
ents and cuisines. Flavours are heavily influenced by re-
gions and seasons, and like much of the world, these fla-
vours have evolved much over the past decade and her 
culinary variety can make even the most jaded of travel-
lers perk up in anticipation.

As a food establishment, we are particularly fascinated 
by the ingredients each country has to offer and actively 
seek them out in our travels. Brazil certainly serves up 
an avalanche of nature’s blessings to support her gas-
tronomy! Come follow us in our ingredients’ trail here. 
Trust us, Brazil is much more than her famed meat! 

INGREDIENTS 
OF BRAZIL
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MERCADO DE SAO JOSE 
IN RECIFE



Mercado de São José (pic in previous page), a public market in 
Recife, is the oldest Brazilian building constructed of pre-
manufactured iron, presumably inspired by old French gates. A 
well-known historic heritage site, stepping into the facade of the 
market is quite an experience in itself. We were told that because 
of the fame this market enjoys from tourists and locals alike, petty 
crime is common here, and I was advised gently by a kindly ven-
dor to remove the necklace I was wearing and guard it well in my 
bag. Beyond this initial mild trepidation, shopping in the market 
and the surrounding streets was thoroughly enjoyable, especially 
if you’d like to see the produce that the locals cook with at home.

Our hosts mused that markets are catching on the health fads 
and superfoods like quinoa and assorted nuts and seeds are in-
creasingly common. Even as a heritage site, Mercado de São 
José has seen countless iterations to adapt to the changing 
needs of the consumers.

Our best find on our ingredients trail? This beautiful caju or 
cashew apple (middle pic on left)! While non-Brazilians will be fa-
miliar with the cashew nut and its incarnations as nut butter and 
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CASHEW APPLE

FRIENDLY VENDOR AT MERCADO 
MUNICIPAL DE SAO PAULO

MERCADO MUNICIPAL DE SAO PAULO



nut milk, it is primarily in Brazil where the cashew 
apple shines. The juice (suco de caju) is moder-
ately sweet and smooth, with a little tannic after-
taste, possibly the best drink we have ever had 
in my life! Cashew apple juice is high in Vitamin 
C and other micro-nutrients, but as the skin of 
the cashew apple is paper-thin, the fruit is not 
suitable for export or even for transportation to 
non-cashew growing regions within Brazil. We 
are still dreaming about the juice, no kidding!

While Brazilian cuisine varies from region to re-
gion, grilled meats are a staple of Brazilian gas-
tronomy, so meat-lovers are certainly going to be 
pleased at the selections in the markets. Sadia 
supplies much of the meat to stalls big and 
small, both fresh and processed, a testament to 
its significant contribution to the food culture in 
the whole of Brazil. 

Fresh and good quality meat like this makes all 
the difference to a grand meal. All you need then 
is a generous dredging of coarse salt and a roar-
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MORTADELLA SANDWICH,
MERCADO MUNICIPAL DE SAO PAULO

ASSORTMENT OF HERBS 
AND SPICES



ing open fire to serve up a most satisfying meal. We weren’t too 
hot about the offals on sale in the markets, but these make easy 
fillers in soups or as complements to the mains in grills, and re-
main popular amongst the locals. 

Given the frequent use of the neighbourhood markets by the lo-
cals, the health authorities use these spots strategically to reach 
out to the citizens. Free flu vaccinations were offered over the 
weekend for elderly at a non-descript neighbourhood market we 
visited! 

We also love how the lemons were hung along chains over us, in-
stead of in the usual piles in baskets or crates. You can almost 
pretend you were plucking them fresh off lemon trees, soaking in 
the lemon scent! 

Other tropical fruits are aplenty and fresh juices are staples in all 
parts of Brazil. Mangos, oranges, watermelons, bananas, pineap-
ples, passionfruits and papayas are wildly popular and readily 
available, while Amazonian fruits of the north like açaí are found 
mainly in the growing regions. 
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VEGETABLE STALL AT 
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Many of these fruit stalls remind us of the wet markets back home 
in Singapore, even the friendly banter between the shoppers and 
the vendors. That home-away-from-home feeling found us every 
now and then, and we couldn’t help but be thankful - that food, 
even in its simplest, rawest, unadulterated form, connects. 

Condiments and spices form another stronghold in all markets,   
not at all surprising given the significance Brazilians place on 
their dining experiences. These biquinho (pronouced as bee-
KEE-nyo) caught our eye! They are affectionately known as little 
beak peppers and these teardrop-shaped gems are milder than 
what their bright hues suggest. Like capsicum and other mem-
bers of this species, beak peppers aren’t spicy and have a dis-
tinctive mildly smoky profile. Used in marinades and sauces, they 
can taste even sweetish and fruity. Their good looks also mean 
they make easy and pretty garnishes for salads and barbecues. 
Quite the versatile ingredient, won’t you agree?
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VEGETABLE STALL AT MERCADO 
DE SAO JOSE IN RECIFE 

WALKING TOWARDS 
MERCADO DE SAO JOSE 

YELLOW BIQUINHO

ORANGE BIQUINHO



The dried food segments of the markets are com-
parably smaller, and we learned that much of 
these dried items aren’t even used for food. 
Rather, they are important ingredients for making 
scents and incenses, while some spices and 
herbs are used for bathing. 

In the markets, particularly the bigger ones like 
Mercado de São José, we spotted many shops 
set up by immigrant Chinese, mainly for whole-
sale distributorship. Shoes, toys, clothes, bags 
and various household items go for cheap here, 

and have become hot spots for merchants 
across the nation. Even if you aren’t going for 
bulk purchases, these are good stops to make 
for fuss-free shopping and replenishment of 
travel supplies.

We are fortunate to have hosts arranged for us 
throughout our travel in Brazil, so communication 
was never an issue. But even if you are travelling 
on your own, food is really a common language 
that everyone speaks. Vendors are eager to 
share and introduce the produce and in most 
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ASSORTED HERBS AND SPICES 
AT MERCADO DE SAO JOSE 

IN RECIFE 

COOKED PRAWNS SOLD AT MERCADO 
DE SAO JOSE, RECIFE

STREET STALLS OUTSIDE MERCADO 
DE SAO JOSE, RECIFE 



Clear signages in 
Portuguese and English 
outside Mercado da 
Encruzilhada 
(Crossroads Market).

markets, particularly the ones in Recife, there are explanatory signages 
in Portuguese and English. As tourists, this is a very welcoming ges-
ture! With its renowned fame as the Venice of Brazil and the Amster-
dam of South America, Recife stands out as a major tourist attraction in 
the north-east region of Brazil, mainly for its beaches and for its historic 
sites. It is in Recife that you can immerse in Brazil’s colourful past that 
has developed its unique identity today as one of the most racially 
mixed societies. Do visit Olinda, a city in Pernambuco that is listed as a 
World Heritage Site by UNESCO.

Once you are done with the markets, head on to the eateries that trim 
the surrounding streets and taste for yourself the magic the locals make 
with these food ingredients. At Bragantino Bar E Restaurante at Cross-
roads Market, we made a quick pitstop to rest and refuel, and more sur-
prises awaited. 
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MERCARDO DA ENCRUZILHADA, RECIFE



Bragantino has been serving traditional local food with Portu-
guese roots for the past 50 years. We thoroughly enjoyed the 
caldinho, a typical soup made from black beans in Pernambuco, 
the north-east region of Brazil. Unlike its more well-known black 
bean counterpart, the feijoada, caldinho is made with puréed 
black beans for a thicker and more consistent texture. This is typi-
cally eaten at the beach, and on colder wintry days, beach-goers 
flank vendors for this hot soup. 

Like many of the other Brazilian snack food and cuisines, condi-
ments are what make the flavours pop. You can add poached 
eggs, olives, jerked beef, chives, coriander and many others, 
though caldinho is equally delicious with just a splash of fresh 
lime juice. 

Modest ingredients can make grand meals. With a little creativity 
and flexibility, you can take care of even the pickiest of eaters. 
Let not the glossy, fancy restaurants or culinary trends take your 
eye away from the basics. Because often, it’s the basics that de-
liver and serve up comfort.
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FRIED BACLHAU SERVED WITH POTATOES, 
OLIVES, ONIONS AND TOMATOES

BRAGANTINO BAR E 
RESTAURANTE, MERCADO DA 

ENCRUZILHADA (RECIFE)

SALTED COD COXINHAS

CALDINHO (BLACK BEAN SOUP)



Having spent a good amount of time understanding how the 
chickens are reared and cared for at the BRF plant and chicken 
farm, we were particularly attentive to each chicken dish we had 
the honour of eating! 

The grilled chicken (top left) we had at Tio Pepe was spectacular, 
easily one of the best meals we’ve had! Done Portuguese style 
with vegetable rice on the side, this was grilled upon order, over 
a hot grill fire to produce that crispy skin with rustically perfect 
grill marks and tender inside. 

This galinha caipira (meaning rustic country-style chicken) also 
hit home - it reminded us so much of a thick Indonesian soto 
ayam! Turmeric is used to enhance the flavour of the dish, thick-
ened with manioc (cassava/tapioca). Unlike the Indian way of 
cooking we are used to where turmeric is combined with other 
spices, turmeric is regarded as saffron from the earth and is used 
as a standalone spice here. The dish is so popular that appar-
ently every family has their unique version, hence the name ‘rus-
tic country chicken’.

And we are reminded once again - the best poultry produces the 
best results, and the best chef can only be when passion and 
love for the food and people is part of the recipe.
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GRILLED CHICKEN, TIO 
PEPE (RECIFE)

GALINHA CAIPIRA AT 
CASA DA FEIJOADA, RIO

CHICKEN GRILLING OVER CHARCOAL, TIO PEPE



Brazil’s ethnic and racial diversity is unparallelled. Her popula-
tion, made up of people from diverse origins across the globe, 
means there is ‘no one distinct Brazilian face’, as one of our 
hosts puts it. The unique Brazilian identity is a complex portrait of 
various socioeconomic backgrounds, influences, lifestyles, prac-
tices, religions and languages, that is both charming and intrigu-
ing.

We are curious. In such astounding diversity, how does food con-
nect people? What makes a comfort meal? What do they eat 
growing up? Who’s family? What makes a family?

We invite you to know Brazil and her people through the best way 
we know how - food and family. 

PEOPLE
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“I’ve been selling coconut (snacks) for 15 years al-
ready. I’m 32 years old.”

_______________

Lucimero
Coconut snacks seller at Recife

While we did not have a long conversation with 
Lucimero due to language and time constraints, 
we really wanted to linger a little longer at his 
humble stall. Eating the doce de coco (coconut 

pieces coated with caramelised sugar then 
fried), I was immediately jolted back to my child-
hood days in Brunei. After school as a teenager, 
I would sit on a wooden stool and hack away at 
coconuts from our backyard with a parang, re-
moving husk to get to the juice and the flesh that 
I would enjoy as a snack while watching TV. I 
can’t quite articulate the connection I had then in 
Brazil, but looking back, our common love for all 
things coconut was probably what made our 
short exchange by the road so memorable.
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Sweets connect these two. 

Thiago and Leonardo create all the gelato fla-
vours sold in the shop, and know their customers 
intimately. We were suitably impressed by the 
subtlety of their creations! The signature cheese 
ice cream was savoury while balancing the nec-
essary sweetness of a dessert. We also tried the 
tapioca flavour, which was mild and pleasant, 
while the cinnamon radiated a most intoxicating 
scent reminiscent of Christmas.

Using their creations to support the Recife com-
munity, the duo sources their well-received home-
made bricelets (a waffle biscuit) from nuns in the 
area. Crunchy with a sharp orange and lime 
tang, these go perfectly with the gelato.

Sweets connect. Not just for the two founders, 
but also for the community who come in here for 
that sweet comfort found in a cold cup of gelato.

Thiago and Leonardo
Partners at Appenini Sorvetes Gourmet, 

ice cream parlour in Recife
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Markus
BRF employee, 

Amazonia
“I like to eat pirarucu de casaca (an Amazonian freshwater fish dish) 
with rice and bananas. Any fruits with my main dish. I will always eat 
manioc with jerked beef but chicken with potatoes. Why? Don’t know. 

That’s how it has always been.”

Like Markus, we just like that comfort in familiarity. Don’t we all? 
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Dagmar
BRF employee

Part Dutch and part Indian, Dagmar’s parents moved to São Paulo 
when she was still a little girl. Having worked in China and Singapore 
before, Dagmar’s comfort food is actually our local delight - laksa! “It 
tastes like what I eat at home. I’m from the north-east region in Brazil, 
so my mother cooks a lot of coconut-based food!” “Our recipes are by 
memories. I look at how my mother does it, I look at how my grand-
mother does it. I’ll write down and send you,” she generously offered. 
The hospitality runs in the family. Her mother loves to invite friends and 
family over for lunch on Sundays. Over meals, lively conversations flow, 
mostly centred around food, she told us before adding excitedly, “I 
must send you a picture of my family lunch!” 

Food is like time - always better when shared.

“Time we are eating together is a time we are sharing experience and cele-
brating together.”
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Vanessa
BRF employee, 
3rd Generation 

Japanese

Vanessa had a most intriguing story to tell. Her paternal grand-
mother came from a privileged background in Japan, but the family 
had to flee from the yazuka (Japan's organized crime syndicates) so 
they moved to the countryside in Brazil. With little exposure, 
Vanessa’s father couldn’t speak Portuguese till he was 7. Not want-
ing his own children to be like him, he spoke Portuguese with 
Vanessa and her sibling since young. Ironically, now Vanessa is not 
quite able to converse well in Japanese, though much of her family’s 
food influences are still from Japan.

Born and bred in São Paulo, Vanessa works an hour’s drive away 
from her parents, and she looks forward to the comfort food like suki-
yaki, udon and miso shiro that her mother cooks every time she 
heads home. 

Nothing connects us to our past, to our home, the way food does.

“Food is a way that my mum shows she cares. Every time we go home, 
she will ask what we want to eat. Usually anything she cooks, I like.”
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Diego
BRF employee

We were hosted by Diego and Filipe in Recife, and while Diego couldn’t 
speak English, we still had a hearty conversation through the help of 
Filipe as the translator. 

According to Diego, Brazil “has no clear ancestry”. Brazilian food is just 
that - Brazilian food. Locals do not tend to sub-divide food into various 
categories, though they might explain regional influences to those who 
are interested. 

This is fascinating for us, given how back home in Singapore, cuisines 
are still classified according to its origins, like Chinese food, Indian 
food, Malay food, Western food etc. And what is known as “Singapore 
Noodles” in many eateries outside of Singapore, is hardly a thing in Sin-
gapore itself. 

Food for thought, maybe?
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“Build a dictionary of flavours and build upon it. 
And you will never forget.”

___________________

Thais
BRF employee in Innovation and Marketing, 

Trained Pastry Chef

Thais (pronounced as Tha-ese) wears a tattoo of 
a human heart. At 35 years old, she professes 
herself as a feisty red-haired lady and is passion-
ate about food and baking. A trained pastry 
chef, she is particular about the tastes of food 
and believes that “savoury should have sweet 
taste, and sweets should not have any sugar at 
all.” 

Her comfort food comes as no surprise - rice 
and beans, as with many Brazilians. “I like dhal 
soup, and moqueca, a fish stew with rice with 
lots of coriander and coconut milk!”
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Tatiana
BRF employee

Having worked as a management trainee for ten years with BRF since 
her graduation, Tatiana is familiar with many different aspects of BRF’s 
work. She is now assigned to the chicken farms and spoke with pride 
and passion as she shared with us her work to ensure uncompromising 
quality in the farms. Both her husband and herself are of German de-
scent, and have both enjoyed working in BRF for many years.

“The farmers and staff at BRF have a very good relationship. We work 
closely with the farms to check on the chickens, their health, make sure 
they are eating well.”

We watched the big family at the chicken farm exchange drinks and 
share hauls of oranges. How lovely it is to share food and life this way, 
at the workplace.

“First we eat, then we do everything else.” 

M.F.K. Fisher
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Andre
BRF employee

Husband-wife teams are common in BRF, given its emphasis on family 
and work-life balance. Meet Andre, Tatiana’s co-worker, whose wife is 
also a BRF employee.

With 7 years’ experience at BRF, Andre now manages 48 farms. Echo-
ing what Tatiana said about the working relationship between the staff 
and farmers, “we are all very close”. Bound by a common care for the 
chickens they rear and the family-friendly company culture, together 
they have created a place of comfort, that even us as visitors could 
deeply feel. 
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We love parma ham, but after this trip, we are truly in awe of the 
craft that goes behind it.

Ari Vicenzi, 49 years old, has been making ham for a staggering 
long 28 years, and his mastery was evident in his smooth strokes 
and delicately cured ham. 

“The founder of BRF will always visit us at the factory, talk to us, 
like family.”

While making parma ham used to be seen as a practical food pro-
duction job, it is now also gaining appreciation as a culinary art. 
Due to the increase in the scale of production, the place Ari used 
to cure ham in is now primarily used as a museum to showcase 
the art. Every year, one leg of ham cured in that year is hung up 
for display. Some of the ham here have been dried and hung for 
more than 30 years!

Ari Vicenzi 
Parma ham maker,

Italian
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Claudia
Tapioca seller

Claudia owns a tapioca snack stall near the Historic Centre of the 
Town of Olinda. “I started working at 15, helping my mother, 6 
days a week. My mother sold tapioca for 30 years.” And just like 
that, Claudia has been in this trade for 20 years since.

With the stall situated strategically near the UNESCO World Heri-
tage Site in Olinda, Claudia enjoys a steady stream of tourists out 
to enjoy a local street snack. Since winning the rights to host both 
the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics, the econ-
omy had looked promising at first for stall vendors like Claudia. 

But business had been dipping according to her, possibly due to 
endemic economic challenges and global economic crises. “I’ll 
still sell tapioca,” she smiled and handed us the hot snack.

Claudia does it best, we were told. And we ate, with thankfulness 
and a little prayer that she would be able to sustain the business 
with joy.
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As a melting pot of cultures, colours and customs, 
Brazil’s cuisine is similarly and exuberantly di-
verse. Developed from indigenous, European, Afri-
can and Asian influences, the culinary variety is 
truly fascinating for foodies like us. We are souper 
stoked to have been blessed with authentically 
Brazilian recipes, shared generously with us by 
the Brazilians we have met on the trip. Try out 
these colourful recipes for yourself and have a 
taste of Brazil!

2

RECIPES



Chicken and cheese – nothing says classic comfort better than 
these. For the most satisfying meal, make this chicken bite-size 
snack the Brazilian way!

BREADED 
CHICKEN 
CHEESE 
BALLS
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Ingredients (Serves 4)

400g Sadia boneless skinless chicken breast

400g Sadia boneless skinless leg or thigh 

1 whole garlic 

1 whole onion 

2g white pepper powder

10g sea salt

200g rectangular block of any yellow cheese 
(Gouda, Emmental, Jack) 

200g breadcrumbs

1 egg, beaten

Oil for deep-frying

1 lemon, cut into wedges

Method

1. Blend the two types of chicken meat to-
gether with the onion, garlic, salt and pepper 
till smooth and consistent.

2. Freeze the chicken paste for 1 hour.

3. Divide the chicken paste into 20 portions 
and round them into balls.

4. Place 10g cheese in the middle of each ball.

5. Drop the balls into the beaten egg, then coat 
them with the breadcrumbs.

6. Deep-fry the chicken balls till golden brown.

7. Serve with a squeeze of lemon juice.
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Roast chicken is always a crowd pleaser, and in a generous 
bed of roasted vegetables, you have yourself a comfort 
meal of elegance and nutrition.

ROASTED 
PESTO 
CHICKEN ON 
A BED OF 
VEGETABLES
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Ingredients (Serves 4)

200g baby potatoes, thinly sliced

1 large zucchini, sliced 

1 red onion, cut into wedges 

1 yellow pepper, seeded and cut into chunks

5 tomatoes, halved 

6 Sadia chicken thighs, skinless with bone OR 3 
whole chicken legs, skin on with bone

2 tbsp olive oil 

6 tbsp green pesto 

4 tsp salt

Black pepper

Method

1. Marinate chicken with 2 tsp salt, a pinch of 
black pepper and green pesto for minimum 
1 hour, or overnight.

2. Preheat the oven to 180°C. 

3. Spread the potatoes, zucchini, onion, pep-
per and tomatoes in a shallow roasting tin. 
Season with 2 tsp salt, pinch of black pep-
per and 2 tbsp olive oil.

4. Lay the marinated chicken on top of the 
vegetables.

5. Cover the tin with foil and cook for 30 min.

6. Remove the foil from the tin. Return to the 
oven and cook for a further 30-40 min until 
the vegetables are juicy and the chicken is 
crispy.

7. Serve with more pesto if desired.
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Galinhada is Portuguese for dish made from chicken, 
and this traditional Brazilian dish promises a meal of 
comfort and colour. Serve with love and pride!

GALINHADA 
(TRADITIONAL 
BRAZILIAN 
CHICKEN 
RICE)
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Ingredients (Serves 4)

2 Sadia chicken thighs, skin on

2 Sadia chicken drumsticks, skin on 

2 Sadia chicken drumlets / wings, skin on

300g white rice 

600g chicken stock (If making own chicken 
stock, add more salt if necessary. Recom-
mended amount: 5g salt)

1 medium onion, diced 

2 cloves garlic, chopped 

1 tomato, diced 

1 tbsp tomato paste

1 tbsp white vinegar

4 tbsp olive oil

4 tbsp salt

2 tbsp ground turmeric

A pinch of ground cumin

A pinch of ground black pepper

2 tbsp parsley, freshly chopped

Method

1. Season the chicken, skin on, with turmeric, 2 
tbsp salt, pepper, vinegar and let it marinate 
overnight.

2. In a hot pan, add the olive oil, then the 
chicken, with skin on the bottom of the pan. 
Fry until the skin is crispy. Remove the 
chicken.

3. In the same pan, add the onion, then garlic, 
and sauté till fragrant. Add the tomatoes, to-
mato paste, 2 tbsp salt and rice. Mix well.

4. Pour the rice mix into the rice cooker and 
add the crispy chicken on top. Pour chicken 
stock in and ensure that it covers content 
completely. Cook according to rice cooker’s 
settings.

5. Serve with parsley as garnish.
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A Brazilian classic from the region of Espírito Santo, this chicken 
moqueca imparts the intensity and flavours from the spices and 
is recommended to be finished with the sweet scent of coconut 
cream.  Don’t miss this!

CHICKEN 
MOQUECA
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Ingredients (Serves 4)

4 Sadia chicken legs, boneless, skin on

2 large onions, diced 

100g spring onion, chopped

100g coriander, chopped

1kg tomatoes

1 red chilli, sliced

1 lemon

2 tsp salt

2 tbsp sweet paprika

60g semolina flour (add 400ml water)

Extra virgin olive oil

100-200ml coconut cream (optional)

Method

1. Wash and pat dry the chicken. Season the 
chicken with 1 tsp salt and 1 tsp paprika pow-
der. Add 1 tbsp of olive oil. Rub the chicken to 
ensure even distribution. Set aside and mari-
nade for at least 1 hour or overnight in the 
fridge.

2. Heat 2 tbsp of olive oil in a pan or until the pan 
is covered with a thin layer of oil. Sear the 
chicken pieces skin side down and brown 
lightly over a medium heat for 3 min on each 
side till lightly brown. Transfer the chicken to a 
plate to rest and cover with aluminum foil.

3. Using the same pan, add the onions. Sauté on 
low heat till the onions are soft and translu-
cent. Try to scrape the brown bits off at the bot-
tom of the pan. Add the chopped tomatoes, 
stir. Simmer on low heat, cover and stir occa-
sionally.

4. Add juice from ½ lemon to the softened toma-
toes. Add 1 tbsp paprika powder to the mix-
ture. Continue stirring. Add the chilli slices, ½ 
the chopped coriander and spring onion. Stir 
until well combined.

5. Add the seared chicken pieces and any re-
maining juices to the pan. Season the mixture 
with 1 tsp salt. Simmer covered on low heat for 
10 min, stirring occasionally. Add the remain-
der of the coriander and spring onion onto the 
chicken and cover.

6. At this time, the tomato onion mixture would 
have released its juices. Scoop 500ml of 
juices into another pot to make the pirão.

7. Check that the chicken pieces are cooked 
through. Taste and adjust seasoning if re-
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quired. Cover and let it simmer slowly in the 
tomato onion mixture while cooking the pirão.

8. Optional: Add 100-200ml of coconut cream to 
the moqueca for a creamy finish.

9. Otherwise, just top with chopped chillies, 
spring onion and coriander to finish.

10.Serve with cooked rice, pirão (recipe below) 
and chilli dressing (recipe below).

Pirão

1. Pour the juices collected from the moqueca 
into a pot and add a pinch of sweet paprika. 
Over a low heat, add 60g semolina flour and 
stir constantly till the semolina flour is cooked 
through.

2. The mixture would thicken into a paste-like 
consistency.

3. Serve with moqueca while it is still hot.

Chilli dressing

Ingredients

1 red chilli, finely chopped

20g coriander, chopped

20g spring onion, chopped

20g flat leaf parsley, chopped

50g peanuts, chopped

A pinch of salt 

Juice of 1 lemon

100ml extra virgin olive oil

Method

1. Combine the ingredients and mix well.

2. Serve with moqueca.
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Feel good as you eat food made with the utmost dedica-
tion to environmental sustainability, animal welfare and 
quality.

The e-magazine for Taste Brazil is proudly presented to 
you by:

Copyright © 2016 by The Soup Spoon

All rights reserved. This magazine or any portion thereof may not be reproduced or 
used in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of the pub-
lisher except for the use of brief quotations in a review.
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